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Euclidean invisible cloak

[J. B. Pendry, D. Schurig, D. R. Smith, Science 312, 1780 (2006)]



Euclidean invisible cloak

Transformation between virtual and physical space:

(r , θ,ϕ) → (r �, θ,ϕ), where

r �(0) = r1, r
�(1) = 1, e.g. r � = r1 + (1− r1)r



Euclidean invisible cloak

The resulting refractive index will be anisotropic (mapping is not conformal)

Remarkably, the optical transformation can be realised even for full electromagnetic field
via permittivity and permeability tensors ε̂ and µ̂

In general, it leads to impedance matching of the material to vacuum, i.e., ε̂r = µ̂r

There are serious practical problems associated with this



Euclidean invisible cloak

Problem – speed of light goes to infinity as we approach the yellow circle

This is in principle allowed (even by relativity), but only for a single frequency ⇒ the
cloak would be extremely narrowband



Cloak based on conformal mapping



Zhukowski mapping
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Zhukowski mapping

The mapping maps two points, z and 1/z , to a single point w

For |z | � 1, w = z + 1
z
≈ z

For |z | � 1, w = z + 1
z
≈ 1

z

Mapping from w to z is double-valued, the structure of Riemann sheets is very useful



Upper sheet of w is mapped to the outside of the disk of z , lower sheet is mapped to
the disk



Rays entering the lower Riemann sheet are lost

Can we bring them back?

Yes, by a perfect lens profile!
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Problems

There are still problems with this invisible cloak:

The refractive index on the lower Riemann sheet goes to zero at the circle – still
infinite speed of light (even in physical space)

There are also points where index goes to infinity due to the conformal mapping

Can we solve these problems?



Transmutation of singularities

By a suitable radial transformation, the infinity of refractive index can be elliminated

T. Tyc, U. Leonhardt, New J. Phys. 10, 115038 (2008)

Y. G. Ma, C. K. Ong, T. Tyc, U. Leonhardt, Nature Materials 8, 639 (2009)
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Non-Euclidean invisible cloak

U. Leonhardt and T. Tyc, Science 323, 110 (2009)



Virtual and physical space



Virtual and physical space



Ray trajectories in 3D



Still a problem...

Although phase velocity is nowhere infinite, it becomes superluminal at some places

Can there be a strictly sub-luminal cloak?



Still a problem...

Although phase velocity is nowhere infinite, it becomes superluminal at some places

Can there be a strictly sub-luminal cloak?

Yes!



Subluminal non-Euclidean cloak



Invisible lens



Subluminal non-Euclidean cloak

We combine non-Euclidean cloak with the invisible lens, speed of light < c everywhere



Another example of invisible cloak

H. Chen, B. Zheng, Scientific Reports 2, 255 (2012)



Mnohoúhelńıkový plášt’
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Disadvantages of invisible cloaks

One could not move (walk etc.) with the cloak on

The invisible person could not see outside

Air could not get to him – he could not breathe

Very limited use



Disadvantages of invisible cloaks

How many elements would there be in 1 m3 of the cloak material?

One element: 1
5000

mm

I.e., 5 000 000 elements per metre

I.e., 5 000 000 3 = 125 000 000 000 000 000 000 = 1,25 . 1020 elements per cubic metre

There have passed cca. 15 billions years since Big Bang ≈ 4.4× 1017 seconds

Manufacturing 300 elements every second since Big Bang till today


